APPENDIX-2(A)
SCHEDULE FOR PHYSICISTS AS SCIENTISTS

1. Have you seen Potten Theyyam earlier?
2. Does the Potten Theyyam seem to be Super human?
3. Do you think that it is the effect of –
   a. Low heat conductivity:
   b. Leidenfrost effect:
   c. Special mental/physical state of the performer:
   d. Speed of the movements of the performer; and
   e. Other super natural explanations.
4. What is happening? Are there applications of science? What are the principles of science do you think behind the Super humanness of Potten Theyyam?
5. Have you seen any performance like Potten Theyyam in your place? If so, please mention the name?
6. What is your opinion about the performance of Potten Theyyam?
APPENDIX-2(B)

SCHEDULE FOR PERFORMERS AND HELPERS OF POTTEN THEYYAM

Name
Age
Community
Qualifications
Employment

1. Do you believe in god?
2. At what age, you did start the career as Theyyam Performer?
3. How many Potten Theyyam did you perform?
4. Which Theyyam gives you maximum mental satisfaction?
5. What kind of precautions you are taking to avoid burning during the performance? If burns, what would you do?
6. Do you feel ‘Super humanness’ while performance? If, Is there any difference of feeling in rate in natural and induced contexts?
7. How the Potten Theyyam is different from other Theyyams?
8. Is there any role for costumes from protecting you from burning?
9. Did you burn while performance?
10. Does you speed of movements protect you from burning?
11. Did you feel afraid of laying over the ember as part of the ritual? If no, why?
12. Did you miss your mental confidence to lay over the ember?
13. How do you predict the future of a devotee? Is it through- face reading, applied psychology, intuition, accidental or guessing?
14. What are the technologies you are applying for the success of the performance?
15. Who are the female Theyyam performers?
16. Who are the female ‘Potten theyyam’ performers?
17. Do you make juggling for the success of performance?
APPENDIX-2(C)

SCHEDULE FOR NATIVE PEOPLE

1. Are you a theist or atheist?
2. Do you believe in the Theyyam?
3. Are you belong to Theyyam performing community?
4. Have you seen Potten Theyyam?
5. How do the Potten Theyyam different from other Theyyams?
6. Do you call ‘Potten at the time of crisis in your life’?
7. What is the secret of the performer to lay over the fire?
APPENDIX– 2(D)
SCHEDULE FOR RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE KERALA INCLUDING ABROAD

1. Do you have any performance in your place like Potten Theyyam? If, How would you compare it?
2. Did you feel any Super humanness in the Potten Theyyam?
3. Did you watch any applications of science in reaction with burning? Are they as precautions or cure?
4. What is your opinion about the Potten Theyyam performance in total?
APPENDIX-2(E)
SCHEDULE FOR ACADEMICIANS

1. What are the peculiarities Theyyam genre among other genres of folklore?
2. How are the Theyyams classified? In which group the Potten Theyyam is included?
3. How do the artists compete with the adventurous performance of Theyyam?
4. Do the Theyyam have any academic aura especially Potten Theyyam?
5. Is the Potten Theyyan attained the position of Super humanness?
6. Are the Theyyam considered the art of marginalised?
7. Why do the people consider the folk arts and folk artists as below standard compared to classics?
8. “Theyyams are performed by the downtrodden, but at performances, every body including landlords are respecting them.” Why?
9. As a folklorist, what is your view about the Super humanness in Theyyam performance? Is it real or illusion?
APPENDIX-2(F)
SCHEDULE FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS

1. What is the meaning of the symbol fire in psychology?
2. What is the meaning of the symbol ember in psychology?
3. What is the meaning of the symbol flambeau in psychology?
4. Ritual, game and myth are confirmed as same nature by comparative studies. Is it correct?
5. Have any comparisons with the mask of the Theyyam and the term ‘Persona’ established by Jung?
6. How the mass is influenced by the adventurous performance of Potten Theyyam?
7. How does a man become in a state of fearfulness?
8. “In the early childhood we are afraid of Theyyam but when we’ve grown up we have no fear of Theyyam performance”-a respondent said. Why?
9. How does a performer do adventurous activities?
APPENDIX- 2(G)
SCHEDULE FOR SOCIOLOGISTS

1. Is the Potten Theyyam make an association among the folk? Is there Super humanness in the Potten Theyyam to form a fan to the performer among the audience?
2. Are there chances to continue this Theyyam in urban society?
3. Are there any scope of keeping hero cult of Potten Theyyam in the period of globalisation?
4. Why the Theyyams are not performed by women?
5. While Theyyam performance, the performer gives respects in different styles to the chieftains of different communities. What is its impact of social discrimination?
6. Is Theyyam helpful to social harmony or social alienation?
7. Do the costumes have any role in showing of Super humanness in Potten Theyyam?
8. What are the elements of Super humanness in Theyyams?
9. Is there any generation gap in recognising the performance of Potten Theyyam?
10. Is there any methodology in forming god? What is the difference between a human-god and Theyyam?
APPENDIX-2(H)

SCHEDULE FOR DOCTORS

1. What are the first aid for burning?
2. Do you apply any internal/external medicine for burning?
3. Are there any diet control at the time of treatment for burning?
4. Performers of Potten Theyyam are using herbal medicine for burning. Is it promotable as a treatment for burning generally?
ANNEXURE - 2(I)
SCHEDULE FOR VICTIMS OF POTTEN
THEYYAM

1. Did you have any experience of burning at the time of Theyyam performance? If so, which is the Theyyam?
2. What was the rate of your burning? a) Outer layer only. Simple treatment b) Both inner and outer layer, severe but curable. c) Both inner and outer layer and severe not curable)
3. What would be the reason for burning?
4. What kind of medicine you were applying for curing at the time of burning and after the performance?
ANNEXURE - 2(J)
SCHEDULE FOR TRUSTEES (OWNERS OF TEMPLES)

1. Are you conducting Potten Theyyam permanently?
2. Why are you conducting Potten Theyyam?
3. Did you get any positive result by conducting the Potten Theyyam?
4. Do you feel bore by conducting the Theyyam frequently?
5. Do you invite a new person to perform the Potten Theyyam?
6. What is the source of funding to conduct the Potten Theyyam? Is it collected as donation or your own funds?
7. Do you invite the public for the performance?
APPENDIX-3(A)

LIST OF SCIENTISTS- PHYSICISTS (RESPONDENTS)

1. Radha E, Scientist, (IGCAR) Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, Chennai.
2. Saua Khan, V.E.S. Institute of Technology, Cembur, Mumbai- 400074.
5. Rahul Kawaiart, NIT, Calicut.
6. Dr. Sarbjith Singh, Ex. Scientific Officer (BARK), RH1/E-8, Sector-8, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400703.
7. Dr. Damewan Suchiang, Assistant Professor, Tura Govt. College, Meghalaya.
8. Dr. Jayalaksmi M. Nair, Principal, V.E.S. Institute of Technology, Chembur, Mumbai-400074.
9. Neeraj Kumar Raj, Research Scholar, Department of Physics, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi.
10. Pawan Kumar, Research Scholar, Department of Applied physics, Guru Jambheshwar University of Science and Technology, Hissar-125001
11. Dr. K. M. Eswarappa, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, Govt. Science College, Hassan, Karnataka- 573201.
14. Dr. Bhawna Pandey, Scientist, Fusion Neurronics Laboratory, Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhi nagar, Gujarath.
15. Ranjitha Mandal, Scientist, IIT, Karaghpur.
16. Dr. M. Hemalatha, Assistant Professor, UM DAE Centre for Basic Science, Health Centre, University of Mumbai, Mumbai.
17. C. Karthi Raj, Research Scholar, Department of Physics, Bharatiyar University, Coimbatore.
18. H.B. Sachhidananda, Research Scholar, Department of Physics, Siddhaganga Institute of Technology, Tumkur.
20. Prabhat Kumar Saran, Research Scholar, Department of Applied Physics, Guru Jambheshwar University of Science and technology, Hissar- 125001.
22. Banapriya B, M.Sc Student, Department of Physics, Bharatiyar University, Coimbatore.
23. Manisha R, M. Phil Student, Department of Physics, Bharatiyar University, Coimbatore.
24. S. Subramhanian, Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, V.O. Chidhambaram College, Thoothukudi.
25. Dr. B. Satheesh, Assistant Professor, NIT, Calicut.
26. Dr. Alok Saxena, Convener, NDPCL,BARC, Mumbai.
27. Sujatha Saha Das, Scientist E, RC BRIT, VECC Kolkata, Radio Chemistry.
28. Priyanka Debnath, Research Scholar, Jadavpur University.
29. Luna Barwa, Scientist Officer –E, BRIT, VECC, Kolkata.
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31. Basil George, M.Sc Student in Radiation Physics, University of Calicut.
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APPENDIX-3(B)

LIST OF PERFORMERS AND HELPERS OF POTTEN THEYYAM (RESPONDENTS)

1. Rajan Panicker, Chandhera, Thrikkaripur, Kasargod.
2. Balan M.T, Malayan Tharammal, Matool North, Kannur.
5. Rajan Panicker, Kakkad house, Madikai, Neeleswaram, Kasargode.
10. Manoharan Panicker, Ramasadhanam, Mattanur, Kannur.
15. P.M. Krishna Prabha, Kottila, Ezhom, Kannur.
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APPENDIX 3(C)

LIST OF NATIVES AND DEVOTEES
(RESPONDENTS)

1. A.V. Raveendran, Co-op. Bank Manager, Pilathara, Kannur.
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APPENIX-3(D)

LIST OF RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE KERALA INCLUDING FOREIGNERS
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APPENDIX-3(E)

LIST OF ACADEMICIANS (RESPONDENTS)
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APPENDIX 3(F)
LIST OF PSYCHOLOGISTS
(RESPONDENTS)
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APPENDIX- 3(G)

LIST OF SOCIOLOGISTS (RESPONDENTS)
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APPENDIX-3(H)

LIST OF DOCTORS (RESPONDENTS)
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APPENDIX-3(I)
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APPENDIX - 3(J)
LIST OF TRUSTEES (OWNERS OF TEMPLES)
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APPENDIX 5
MAP OF KERALA

1. Kasaragod
2. Cannanore
APPENDIX 6

PAPER CUTTINGS
Meppayur Fest

30-11-09 തീയതി

ക്ലെയിറ്റ് മെപ്പൈയറുടെ പ്രാവിണി:

6.00 pm : മ്യൂസിക്സ്
7.00 pm : ക്യാമ്പസ് സോൺറേഷൻ
7.15 pm : സാന്റസിൽ
7.30 pm : പോറോട്ട്
8.20 pm : ക്യാമ്പസ് സോൺറേഷൻ
8.40 pm : പോറോട്ട്
9.10 pm : ക്യാമ്പസ് സോൺറേഷൻ
Onam Festival of Tourism department Government of Kerala
on 04-07 September 2006 at Vatakara
Onam Festival of Tourism department Government of Kerala

on 04-07 September 2006 at Vatakara
Mankavu fest on 18th May 2011

Notice Potten Theyyam
Potten Theyyam on 17th February 2011 at University of Calicut
Report of Potten Theyyam at University of Calicut
Eravattoor Fest on 25. 31 December 2013 Potten Theyyam Notice
Report on Potten Theyyam at Ootty
Report on Potten Theyyam at Ootty
APPENDIX 7

SELECT PHOTOS OF POTTEN THEYYAM

Green room of Potten Theyyam preparing tender coconut leaves ribben at Palakkad NYK Programme
Green Room
Costume making of Potten Theyyam
Headgear of Potten Theyyam
Costume making of Potten Theyyam
Folk torch for Potten theyyam ritual
Preperation of Meleri (Embre)
Arrangement of Vadakkembagam ritual
The ingredient of offering to Potten Theyyam

Makeup process of Potten Theyyam
Smearing the rice paste on the back of the performer of Pola Maruthan Theyyam
Body makeup with rice paste
Pola Pottan Theyyam Sitting infront of cinemaposter at Malambuzha Palakkad in induced context
Pola potten Theyyam watching the devotes
Commence of Potten Theyyam
Polapottan laying over the embre

Polapottan laying over the flame
Polapottan laying over the embre
Cock scarifies by Pola Potten
Pulachamundi Theyyam